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Abstract

Recently in the field of computer vision, there have

been many attempts to obtain a symbolic shape de-

scription of an object by fitting simple primitives to

the range data of the object. In this paper, we intro-

duce the “BIoJ Jy Mode/’ for automatically generat-

ing a shape description from range data. This model

can express a 3D surface as an isosurface of a scalar

field which is produced by a number of field generat-

ing primitives. The fields from many primitives are

blended with each other and can form a very compli-

cated shape. To determine the number and distribu-

tion of primitives required to adequately represent a

complex 3D surface, an energy function is minimized

which measures the shape dMerence between the range

data and the “Blobby Mode!’. We start with a single

primitive and introduce more primitives by splitting

each primitive into two further primitives so as to re-

duce the energy value. In this manner, the shape of

the 3D object is slowly recovered as the isosurface pro-

duced by many primitives. We have successfully ap-

plied this method to human face range data and typ-

ical results are shown. The method herein does not

require any prior range segmentation.

Keywords: blobby model, generalized algebraic

surface, implicit surface, volumetric shape description,

range data analysis, energy minimization, ray trac-
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1 Introduction

Inthe field of computer vision, one of the most im-

port ant problems is to obtain scene information from

2D images. The typical method is stereo matching

which obtains the depth information from the dis-

parity of the images of two cameras placed parallel.

The recovered information from this method is often

called a “2 ~ D modef” [1], because it consists of depth

data which is measured from a single direction and so

it does not form a full 3D description of the object.

There have been many attempts to fit 3D volumet-

ric shape description models, such as superquadrics[2]

to range data[3~8]. However, the shape primitive of

these models is usually very simple and so one must

combine many primitives in order to adequately ex-

press the shape of a complicated object. Then one

needs to divide the range data into segments so each

segment can be approximated by a single primitive.

However, this segmentation problem is also a serious

problem in the field of computer vision. Further, the

connections between primitives are not smooth and it

is difficult to express soft objects with smooth chang-

ing shapes. Hence, a 3D shape description model is

needed that can express a smooth object with a small

number of primitives which preferably avoids the seg-

ment at ion problems.

In the field of computer graphics, modeling and

rendering of 3D objects are both important problems.

Regular shapes such as machine parts can be sim-

ply described. However, a large amount of numeri-

cal data is necessary to describe a smooth and soft

object such as a human body. At present, design-

ers obtain such descriptions by tedious manual meth-

ods. Recently, a new modeling method, which is called

“Blobby ModeP[9], has been used to describe smooth

objects. This method expresses a surface of an object
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as an isosurface of a scalar field which is generated

from field generating primitives. Since the shapes of

the primitives are blended with each other, it is pos-

sible to express the surface of a complicated object

with a small number of primitives. However, because

of the fusion of the primitives, it is very dMicult to de-

sign “B1o bby Models” manually and so an automatic

method of obtaining “Blob by Models” of 3D objects is

desired.

In this paper we present a method for automat-

ically generating a “B[obby Modef’ of a complex 3D

object, given a set of range data. The 2; D model

obtained by a computer vision technique can be pre-

cisely described with a set of blended shape primitives.

If the number of primitives is small, then this method

also becomes au efficient 2 ~ D or 3D data compres-

sion method. Since the “B1o bby Mode/’ obtained by

this method changes its form from a simple shape to

a complicated shape as the number of primitives is

increased, we don’t need to segment the range data

in advance. Further, the history of the changes of the

shape show the hierarchical structure of the object and

this may be used to further analyze the structure of

the object. By adding different kinds of primitives,

such as superquadrics, this method can be used as a

general modeling tool for computer graphics. In the

following section, the “Blobby Mode!’ concept is ex-

plained and then our method for automatically fitting

the model to a set of range data is presented in section

3. Experimental results for human face range data are

shown in section 4.

2 Blobby Model

Blinn( 1982) developed a generalized algebraic model-

ing method which is now called the “Blob by Model”.

This model can express a 3D object in terms of the

isosurface of a scalar field which is generated from

many field generating primitives[9]. The field value

at any point (z, y, z) created by a primitive Pi at a

point (Xi, y;, 21), is expressed as follows.

~(~, ~, Z) = bieZp{–a:/:(Z, ~, 2)} (1)

The function /i (z, y, z) defines the shape of the scalar

field. For example, in the case of a spherically sym-

metric field, Ji (z, y, z) is the square of the distance

between (z, Y, -z) and (~it yi, zi)

.fi(~, ?4,z) = (~- $i)2+ (!J - !Ji)2+(Z – Zi)2, (2)
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Figure 1: The decay of field value ~ (s, y, z) according

to the distance ~i from the point (~i, yi) ~i). Eq. (2)

WaS used for the function fi (x, y, z) of Eq.( 1).

and in the case of a superquadric[2] shaped field, it is

written as

fi(~t Y, 2, = {(.T- Zi)2/”’+ (7J - yi)2/v’ }vi/Pi

+ (Z – %:)2ipi, (3)

where ~i and ~i are the parameters related to the

shape of the superquadrics. If Eq.(2) is used, the field

value ~ decays exponentially with the distance from

(~i, yi, zi) = shown in Fig. 1. Parameter ai(> O) affects

the degree of the decay and bi affects the strength of

the field. If several primitives are used at once, then

the scalar field from each primitive is summed and

the resulting isosurface can show a very complicated

shape. From Eq.( 1) the field which is produced from

N primitives for any point (z, y, z) is expressed as fol-

lows.

V(z,y,z) = ~61eZP{-aiti(~,Y,z)} (4)
j=l

Consequently, the isosurface of value T( > O) is ex-

pressed as an implicit function:

V(z,?J,2) = T’. (5)

If an attribute value is defined, such as the color com-

ponent Ci, for each primitive, we can calculate the

value for a point (z, y, z) as follows:

C(z,y, z) =
‘(~yy, Z)~ CiK(Z’ y~z). (6)1-1

If there is only one primitive, the primitive makes an

isosurface of the function ~i (z, y, z). Fig.2(a) shows
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Cc) (4
Figure 2: The features  of “Blobby Model’. The pa-
rameters  for (a) are ei = 1.0 and  bi = 2.718. The
parameters  for (b) are pi = vi = 0.2, a; = 0.001 and

b , = 1.001.

the isosurface of a spherical  field of Eq.(2) and Fig.2(b)
shows  the isosurface of a superquadric  shaped  field  of
Eq.(3). If there are more than two primitives,  each

primitive is blended  and makes  a different  shape. Fig.2

(c) shows the blended  shape of Fig.Z(a) and (b). An-
other  interesting  feature of the “Blobby Model”’  is the

effect  of primitives which  have  a negative bi value.

Since  we have  assumed that T is positive, we never di-

rectly see this kind of primitive.  However,  such a prim-

itive will form a concavity  in any  neighboring  primi-

tive. Fig.2(d) shows  the blended  isosurface of Fig.Z(a)
and  (b) when the sign of bi of the primitive of Fig.a(b)
was  changed  to a negative value.  By changing eis and

b,s of Eq.(4), we can control the blending  condition of

the primitives.

Besides  Blinn’s “BloBby  Model”,  there are similar

methods such  as “Meto~alP[lO] and  “Soft  object”[ll).
These methods  change the field function according  to

the distance from the primitive so that the effect  of the

field of the primitive  is finite.  Although this character
makes  it possible  to neglect the effect of the outly-
ing primitives,  it creates a problem of necessitating  a
change in the energy function,  which  is defined  in the

next section,  according  to the distance  from the prim-

itives. In this paper,  we only consider Blinn’s “Blob by

Model” and we use fi as defined  in Eq.(2) in order to

simplify  the numerical  calculations.

3 Fitting of “Blobby Model” to
Range Data

3.1 Formulation of the Optimization
Problem

Let us assume that the surface coordinates  of M points
on the object  are measured.  If this object  is approx-
imated by an isosurface of a field value  T, the poten-
tial value V of a range data point (rj, y;, rj) should

be close to T. Then the function

should  be minimized.  In other  words,  the most  suit-
able  set of primitives  to approximate  the range data

is obtained by solving  the minimization  problem of
Q.(7).  However,  the “Blobby Model’ has distinctions

of both an inside  and  an outside surface and so the

problem arises as to which  side should  be fitted to

the range data. To avoid  this problem, we consider
the direction  of the surface normals of the range data
and the model.  For the unit surface normal  nj of a
range data  point i, the normal  vector  which is calcu-

lated from the depth value of the neighboring pixels  in
the range data array can be used,  as shown  in Fig.3.

The direction of the normal  vector  N(z, y, z) of the
“Blobby Mode!  is defined  so that it coincides with the

negative direction  of the gradient of the scalar field,

which is represented as:

N(2, Y, ~1 = -VV(r, Y, 21, (8)

where  V is the vector  operator,

v = (a/as,  a/ay, a/at). (9)

Therefore,  the most suitable correction of primitives

must minimize  not only  Eq.(7) but also  the following

function.
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Figure 3 The surftie normal vector of each pixel (z, g)

is calculated by averaging the normal vectors of the 4

triangles that consist of the pixel and its 4 neighbors.

However, if the range data forms a flat surface, the

primitive which is placed infinitely far from the surface

and h= values a: = O and bi = T exactly satisfies

both Eq.(7) and (10). But the computed surface is not

limited only to the vicinity of the range data points.

Further, the constraints of Eq.(7) and (10) are defined

only at range data points, and consequently there is

no constraint on the shape forming primitive in the

area where there is no range data. Therefore, there is

a possibility y that the primitive which fits to the range

data makes strange shapes away from the vicinity of

the range data points. To avoid these problems, a new

constraint is added which minimizes the influence of

the field of each primitive. From Eq.( 1) and (2), the

integration of the field of a primitive over 3D space

can be expressed as,

Considering the case where bi has a negative value,

the new constraint is defined as follows:

i=l

This constraint has a shrinking effect on the primi-

tives. Consequently, the desired arrangement of prim-

itives can be obtained by minimizing the following en-

ergy fimction, which is the summation of Em.,

and (12).

Here CYand B are weighting parameters which control

the strength of the surface normal constraint and the

shrhk constraint. By changing these values, we can

change the behavior of the fitting to be suitable for

the range data.

3.2 Procedure for “Blobby Model” Fit-
ting

A set of N primitives which minimizes Eq.(13) must

be found. Since each primitive has five parameters,

we must solve the minimization problem of Eq. (13) for

51V unknowns. The minimization of Eq.( 13) is a non-

linear problem and cannot be solved by an analytical

technique. A numerical method such as the Newton

method could be used, but it would be extremely dif-

ficult to find all of the 5N unknowns simultaneously

when IV is a large number. Our approach is to make an

initial fit between a primitive and the range data, and

then divide the primitive into two primitives so as to

increase the goodness of fit. Continuing this division

for all primitives, the detailed surface of the object can

be expressed by the isosurface, which is generated by

the primitives.

A 5D vector is used to express the parameters of a

primitive Pi S f0110W5:

Pi = (Zi,yi,Z:,~i,t’i). (14)

For the initial primitive Po, the center of the mass of

the range data is used for (z., yo, Z. ), the reciprocal of

the variance of the range data is used for ao, and b.

is set at the value eT(e ~ 2.718). The minimization

problem of Eq. ( 13) is solved using these initial values

and then the five parameters of P. are determined. A

primitive list is created and the primitive P. is added

to the list. Our method is based on the selection of a

primitive Pi from this list and its division into two new

primitives. At this stage P. is the only primitive in the

list and so P. is used zs Pi. Then Pi is deleted from

the primitive list and two new primitives P: and P/’

are appended to the list inst cad. The initial paramet er

values of P; and P? are calculated as,

P: = P: = (~1, yi, zi,ai, bi/2). (15)

We then solve the minimization problem of Eq.(13)

for the 10 parameters of P: and P? and determine

the parameter values. Now there are two primitives

in the primitive list. After this the procedure that se-

lects a primitive Pi from the primitive list is repeated

and then it is divided into two primitives while holding

fixed the parameters of the other primitives in the list.

Since the potential field of each primitive is blended,
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Define the initial value of PO from the 
range data. 

1 

Fit PO to the range data by solving the 

energy minimization problem. 

I 

Append PO to the primitive list. 
I 

Select a primitive Pi from the p’rimitive 

list. 

I 
1 

I 
Split Pi into Pi and Pi’. 

I I 

Delete Pi from primitive list and append 

Pi and P,f’ to the list. 

1 

Fit P,! and P,!’ to the range data by solv- 

ing the energy minimization problem. 

1 

Yes 

STOP 

Figure 4: The flow chart of the “Blobby Model” fitting 

procedure. 

the selection order of the primitives strongly influences 

the result of the minimization of Eq.(13). So it is 

best to choose the effective division in order to ob- 

tain a “Blobby Mode!’ which preferably approximates 

the range data with a small number of primitives. To 

find this effective division, one must examine all of 

the primitives in the primitive list and determine how 

much the energy value is reduced by the division of 

the primitive, and then adopt the division which re- 

duces the energy value the most. However this selec- 

tion method consumes so much time, so other methods 

should be used when N becomes a large number. In 

any case, by continuing this “selection and division” 

Figure 5: A range image of a human face distributed 

by NRCC (Face 5). 

sequence until the energy value becomes sufhciently 

small, the “Blobby ModeP gradually comes to approx- 

imate the range data as the number of primitives is 

increased. Fig.4 shows the flowchart of this procedure. 

4 Experimental Results 

4.1 Application to Human Face Range 
Image 

We have applied our method to real range data. Fig.5 

shows a human face range image (Face 5) distributed 

by the National Research Council Canada (NRCC) 

[12]. This image has 256x256 pixels. The depth val- 

ues are expressed by the intensity of the pixels. The 

surface normal vector of each pixel is calculated by us- 

ing the value of neighboring pixels as shown in Fig.3. 

In order to reduce the amount of calculation, the range 

image of Fig.5 is blurred by a Gaussian filter of u = 2 

and one value for every 3x3 pixels is used and 2893 

points are obtained with a depth value and a unit nor- 

mal vector. Then we calculate the parameters of the 

initial primitive and start the dividing sequence ac- 

cording to Fig.4. To solve the minimization problem 

of Eq.(13), an approximate solution is determined by 

using the downhill simplex method[l3], which is used 

as the initia.l value of the quasi-Newton method[l3]. 

The downhill simplex method is used initially to ob- 

tain a reasonable estimate of the unknowns. However, 

this method is slow. Consequently, the quasi-Newton 

method is then used, which is much faster, but it does 

need to have a reasonable estimate of the unknowns. 

The parameters we used were cy = 1.0, ,0 = 0.01 and 
T = 1. Fig.6 shows the change of the “Blobby Modet’ 
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(a) N = 1 (b) N = 2

(c) N = 10 (d) N = 35

(e) N = 70 (f) N = 243

Figure  6: The  transformation  of “BloBby Model’  with the number  of primitives  Nfor NRCC range  data  (Face  5).

2.72
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Figure 7: A panoramic range image of an actor’s face. 

with the number of primitives by using a ray tracing 

technique[l4]. It is clearly seen that the detailed fea- 

tures of the face become more apparent as the number 

of primitives increases. By the image of Fig.G(e), the 

selection method of a primitive described in section 3.2 

was used, however this method was too slow to con- 

tinue, so we changed the selection method as to choose 

a primitive merely successively from the primitive list 

until we obtained Fig.G(f). 

4.2 Application to Panoramic Human 
Face Range Image 

Since the range image of Fig.5 has been taken from 

a single direction, it does not have any information 

from behind the head. Hence, from the effect of the 

shrinking constraint of Eq.(l2), the resultant “Blobby 

Model” only represents the facial surface as shown in 

Fig.6. To obtain the whole shape of a 3D object, one 

must use multiple range images taken from many di- 

rections. Fig.7 is a panoramic range image of a movie 

actor which has been taken by a special range finder 

(Cyberware 402O/PS 3-D Digitizer). This image has 

512x256 pixels. After we blurred this image by the 

- same Gaussian filter as described in section 4.1, we 

used one value for every 4x4 pixels from the face area 

of Fig.7 and obtained 5334 points with a depth value 

and a normal vector. Fig.8 is the resultant “Blobby 

Model” from this data. In comparison to Fig.6, one 

can see that the entire shape of the head is correctly 

reconstructed. The parameters used were (Y = 0.1, 

,O = 0.1 and T = 1. As in Fig.6, we also changed the 

selection method of a primitive between Fig.8(e) and 

Fig.8(f). 

5 Conclusions 

We have proposed a method to obtain a volumetric 

shape description of range data by a “Blobby Mode?’ 

and have successfully applied this method to human 

face range data. Sufficiently fine features of the faces 

were restored by using several hundreds of primitives. 

The history of the primitive division shows a quad 

tree structure and can be used for hierarchical analy- 

sis of an object. For example, one can use a color to 

represent a branch of the tree and see how the prim- 

itives in the branch work. Fig.S(a) shows a “Blobby 

Mode?’ obtained in the experiment of section 4.1. This 

model consist of 11 primitives and we used red color 

for the primitive which formed the nose area of the 

face. Fig.S(b) is a “Blobby Mode!’ which consists of 

243 primitives. We used a red color for the 13 primi- 

tives generated by the division of the initial red prim- 

itive of Fig.S(a). Since the primitives are stored in 

a list structure, this kind of procedure is very simple. 

Fig.S(c) is the isosurface when these red primitives are 

removed from Fig.S(b). These pictures show that we 

can deal with the object structure by parts by using the 

list structure of the primitives of the “Blobby Mode!‘. 

In future work, we are going to apply this method to 

object recognition problems. We also intend to exper- 

iment using superquadrics as the primitive. 

This method is computationally expensive. For the 

data of Fig.G(f), it took a few days on a UNIX worksta- 

tion (Stardent TITAN3000 2CPU). To deal with larger 

range data sets, further improvement of the algorithm 

is necessary. The range data we used was obtained 

by using special devices. To apply this method to the 

problems of computer vision, one needs to use depth 

values obtained by stereo matching. 
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(a) N = 1 (b) N = 2

(c) N = 20 (d) N = 60

(e) N = 120 (f) N = 451

Figure  8: The transformation  of “Blobby Model’  with the number  of primitives  Nfor Cyberware  402O/PS  image.
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Figure  9: The structure analysis  of a “BloBQy  Model’.
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